OUR FOUNDATION IS IN THE LEGACY OF OTHERS

We are privileged, honored and grateful to be able to share some of the Rottweilers and Breeders
(Kennels) who have influenced motivated, inspired and shared roots with us at Craffenheim Rottweilers.
It is almost impossible to believe that the Father of the Modern Rottweiler; Xaver Meixner is
represented in our kennel by three incredible Vom Schwaiger Rathaus Rottweilers. It is also sometimes
hard to appreciate the emotional, historical and BREED SAVING value of having dogs sired by some of
the finest males in recent times, and out of dams who are breed ‘saving’ producers.
We are delighted to use this platform, to give honor/praise and to share our deepest respects and
gratitude to some of the most influential Rottweiler breeders, owners and their sensational dogs.
All new Craffenheim pup owners are not only becoming part of the Craffenheim family, but are
emotionally investing in the history of our breed, and the legends who wrote it.
Only by appreciating where the pedigrees of our dogs have traveled through history and time can one
truly appreciate the ‘legacy through bloodline’ philosophy.

We start at the beginning: Xaver Meixner and ADRK zwinger vom Schwaiger Rathaus (first vom
Schwaiger Wappen until he handed the kennel name to daughter, Claudia)

To appreciate the respect that Xaver commands in the Rottweiler world, one needs to read what was
written about Xaver by ADRK Judge and Kormeister and ADRK World Family Head, Anton Spindler after
the beautiful Celine vom Schwaiger Rathaus was awarded BOB and Klub Siegerin title 2016.
“”*** Xaver Meixner ***
THE GREATEST LEGEND - ALL THE RESPECT FOR XAVER
Please SHARE THIS AND WRITE YOUR COMMENT TO HONER XAVER
XAVER Meixner is the greatest Rottweiler Breeder of all times in the World. My knowledge compared to
his is nothing. THANK YOU so much Xaver for everything for our beloved Rotteiler in Conformation,
Sport and Breeding. All the best for you. You are THE BEST - your Toni ~~~ Xaver Meixner ist der beste
Rottweiler Züchter aller Zeiten der Welt. Mein Wissen ist nichts zu dem von Xaver. Lieber Xaver, vielen
Dank für alles für unseren geliebten Rotteiler geleistet hast auf Schauen, im Sport und in der Zucht. Dein
Ton”

Anton Toni Spindler: “XAVER Meixner is the greatest Rottweiler Breeder of all times in the World. My
knockledge compared to him nothing. THANK YOU so much Xaver for everything for our beloved
Rotteiler. All the best for YOU - your Toni --- Dear Xaver Meixner ist der beste Rottweiler Züchter aller
Zeiten der Welt. Mein Wissen ist nichts zu dem vom Xaver. Lieber Xaver, vielen Dank für alles für
unseren geliebten Rotteiler. Dein Toni”

Dimitris Bousios: So many people on Facebook use the word "legent" to promote their kennels dogs
etch...
But if there was ever a rottweiler vocabulary beside the word legend there should be a photo of only
one man and that is of Xaver Meixner!
The impact of his breeding dogs in modern breeding selection is indisputable!!

Anton Spindler: GREAT XAVER MEIXNER 2016 Again Again Again - now 83 YEARS!!! *****
His Daugther: Caudia Meixner
With HIS Breeding Celine vom Schwaiger Rathaus - KS 2016!!!
Thank you Xaver AGAIN
Without you - we all would not have that great Rottweilers as we have now!
YOU ARE THE GREATES BREEDER EVER!!!

Your dear friend Anton Toni Spindler, your student!
Thank you Claudia for beeing a fantastic Judge, trainer and handler!!
All out there in the World - give Xaver Meixner your humble respect and thanks. The years he his spend,
in fact a whole life, is for the benefit of all our dogs. Just look how many pedigrees that has Schwaiger
Wappen and Schwaiger Rathaus in it. NOBODY else did this. One example of Xaver's many successes: his
Klubsieger Winning bitch Sophie vom Schwaiger Rathaus, HD/ED free, BG, ZTP, BH, IPO3, VPG3, FH1,
Int./Dt. ADRK / Dt. VDH Champ, Klubsieger Winner 2009 - trained and showed by Xaver Meixner
produced 60 !!! Healthy puppies including Yaris vom Schwaiger Rathaus, IPO 3, EZA etc. etc. etc.. Who
else did that in the World? Xaver you are truly the greatest!!

AND IN XAVER’S OWN WORDS: FROM HIS WEBSITE: A LITTLE ABOUT HIMSELF:
For those who do not know me, I want to introduce myself. My name is Xaver Meixner, I am 83 years
and was formerly employed butcher, for some years, I am now retired. At the center of my life standing
next to my family, I have two daughters and a son, the dog sports, my dog - the Rottweiler! I founded in
1972 the Rottweiler kennel "vom Schwaiger Wappen" and am in ADRK since 1973. Member. From 1974
to 1979 I was the Abrichtewart Bezirksgruppe Nürnberg 1976 co-founder of ADRK- dog training
"Hahnenbalz"; also from 1976 to 1984 National Group Zuchtwart the country group North Bavaria. From
1982 to 2007, I was Zuchtwart BG Nuremberg. From 1985 to 1990 I took over the post of chairman 2 of
the National Group Bayern Nord and from 1990 to 2002, I was the first country group chairman. In 1995,
I have the kennel passed "vom Schwaiger Wappen" to my daughter Claudia and founded in 1996 the
kennel "vom Schwaiger Rathaus". I also co-founded the BG-dog training "Röthenbachtal" on the BGNürnberg has moved in 2000th In February 2006, I once again took over the tasks of the country group
breed warden of the regional committee Bavaria North and since January 2009, I am the Bezirksgruppe
Nuremberg as training director available. Over the years, dogs received from or in my kennel, among
other numerous awards, the following titles: 12 x International Champion 9 x German Champion 4 x
World Champion 1 x World Junior Winner 8 x European Winner 1 x European Junior Winner 6 x
Bundessieger 6 x Bundesjugendsieger 8 x Club Winner 6 x Austrian Federal winner 1 x Austrian Club
winner 1 x Austrian Clubjuniorwinner 1 x FCI European winner

A LIST ODF DOGS XAVER HAS OWNED (AND BRED): please note the titles in work, the titles in show and
the eza Koerung dogs.
Folgende Hunde hatte bzw. habe ich in meinem Besitz: Meine erste Hündin: Anka vom Lohauserholz KS
'74, ES '74, BS '75, DT. /INT. CH ZB.Nr. 04801, HD +/-, SchH III, FH, gek. EZA Anja vom Schwaiger Wappen
ZB.Nr. 048826, HD-, SchH I Cuno vom Schwaiger Wappen ZB.Nr. 050886, HD-, SchH III, FH, 3 x
Teilnehmer der Deutschen Meisterschaft SchH, 5 x V2 plaziert Aki von der Hembachbrücke ZB.Nr.
053636, HD-, SchH III, Teilnehmerin der Deutschen Meisterschaft SchH, 280 Punkte Alma von der

Hembachbrücke ZB.Nr. 053637, HD-, SchH III, FH Itta vom Zimmerplatz WS '81, KS '82, DT. u. INT.
Champion ZB.Nr. 054711, HD-, SchH III, gek. Nancy vom Schwaiger Wappen ZB.Nr. 058636, HD-, SchH III,
gek. EZA, Teilnehmerin der Deutschen Meisterschaft SchH, beste Hündin Santo vom Schwaiger Wappen
WS '86, DT. u. INT. Champion ZB.Nr. 062052, HD+/-, SchH III, FH, AD, IPO III gek. Groll vom Sonnenberg
ZB.Nr. 063241, HD-, SchH III, AD Vicky vom Schwaiger Wappen ZB.Nr. 064839, HD-, SchH III, FH, AD
Benno von der Schwarzen Heide WS '90, ES '92, BJS '87, Ö-BS '89, DT. u. INT. Champion ZB.Nr. 068199,
HD-, SchH III, FH, AD, BH, IPO III, gek. Zecke vom Schwaiger Wappen ES '89, '90, Ö-BS '89, INT. Champion
ZB.Nr. 068603, HD-, SchH I Danjo vom Schwaiger Wappen BJS '88, KS '89 ZB.Nr. 070667, HD-, SchH III,
FH, AD, IPO III Bessi vom Talblick ZB.Nr. 073744, HD+/-, SchH III, FH, AD, IPO III Claudia von der
Teufelsbrücke ZB.Nr. 074164, HD-, SchH III, AD, BH Dorle von der Teufelsbrücke ES '92, KS '92, DT. u.
INT. Champion ZB.Nr. 075028, HD -, SchH III, FH, AD, BH Ken vom Schwaiger Wappen WS '94, WJS '91, ES
'94, BS '94, KS '93, Ö-BS '93, DT. u. INT. Champion ZB.Nr. 076538, HD-, SchH III, FH, AD, BH, IPO III, gek.
Hark vom Hause Anin ZB.Nr. 077854, HD-, SchH III, FH, BH Rena vom Schwaiger Wappen ZB.Nr. 080499,
HD-, SchH III, FH, AD, BH, IPO III, gek. EZA Vaith vom Schwaiger Wappen DT./INT. CH ZB.Nr. 082633, HD-,
SchH III, IPO III, AD, FH I, BH, ZTP, gek. b. EZA 14 x V1 plaziert, 3 x Teilnehmer der Deutschen
Meisterschaft SchH Cleo vom Schwaiger Wappen ZB.Nr. 088184, HD-, ED-, SchH III, IPO III, AD, FH I, BH,
ZTP, gek. b. EZA 3 x Teilnehmerin der Deutschen Meisterschaft SchH King vom Schwaiger Wappen
INT./DT.VDH-CH, Ö-KS 2000, FCI-ES 2000 ZB.Nr. 092856, HD-, ED-, SchH III, IPO III, AD, FH I, BH, ZTP, gek.
(A) Kessy vom Schwaiger Wappen ZB.Nr. 092857, HD-, ED-, SchH III, IPO III, BH, ZTP York vom
Salamandertal DT./INT. CH ZB.Nr. 102860, HD-, ED+/-, VPG/SchH III, IPO III, FH I, AD, BH, ZTP, gek. b. EzA
(D) u.(A) Julle vom Schwaiger Rathaus ZB.Nr. 104910, HD-, ED+/-, VPG/SchH III, IPO III, AD, BH, ZTP, gek.
b. 13.05.2008 Resi vom Schwaiger Rathaus INT./ÖSTERR.JGD./DT.VDH-/DT.JGD.(ADRK)-/DT.JGD.(VDH)CH ZB.Nr. 111805, HD-, ED+/-, VPG/SchH III, IPO III, AD, BH, ZTP, gek. b. 18.05.2010 Unja vom
Brandenburger Tor ZB.Nr. 111758, HD-, ED+/-, VPG/SchH I, AD, BH, ZTP Sofie vom Schwaiger Rathaus
Klubsiegerin 2009, DT./INT. CH ZB.Nr. 115253, HD-, ED-, VPG/SchH III, FH I, AD, BH, ZTP Pascha vom
Rangau DT. VDH-CH, DT. JGD.-CH (VDH), DT.JGD.-CH (ADRK) ZB.Nr. 117130, HD-, ED-, VPG/SchH I, AD,
BH, ZTP Urle vom Schwaiger Rathaus Österr. Bundesjugendsiegerin 2009, DT. JGD.-CH (VDH), DT.JGD.CH (ADRK) ZB.Nr. 117158, HD+/-, ED+/- Ich führte zahlreiche Hunde bis VPG/SchH III, außerdem 20
bestandene Körungen. Ich war 15 x Teilnehmer der Deutschen Meisterschaft SchH/VPG und 1 x
Teilnehmer der Deutschen Meisterschaft FH, hier konnte ich den 2. Platz erreichen.

CURRENT DOGS XAVER BREEDS WITH:
SOFIE VOM SCHWAIGER RATHAUS: (mother of our Yaris, Chris and Evi)
KLUBSIEGERIN 2009 INT./DT.VDH CH, DT. CH ADRK ZB-Nr. 115253, WT. 18.10.2007 HD-frei, ED-frei VPG
III, FH I, AD, BH, ZTP
Vater: Henry von den Hassberghöhen INT. /DT. (ADRK), DT.VDH-CH ZB-Nr. 107833, WT. 05.03.2003 HDfrei, ED-frei VPG III, IPO III, AD, BH, ZTP

Mutter: Resi vom Schwaiger Rathaus DT. VDH-CH, JUG.-CH ADRK, DT. JUG.-CH VDH, Ö-JUG.-CH ZB-NR.
111805, WT. 23.09.2005 HD-frei, ED +/- VPG III, IPO III, AD, BH, ZTP, Gek. b. 18.05.201

COBRA VOM SCHWAIGER RATHAUS: (full sister of our Chris)
DT.JGD. (VDH)-CH GW (Jgd.)’14 ZB-Nr. 123854, WT. 19.03.2012 HD-frei, ED-frei IPO I, BH, ZTP
Vater: Balou vom Norderdiek INT./DT.(ADRK)-/DT.VDH-/DT.JGD.(ADRK)-CH BS'13 KS'14 KJS'12 ZB-Nr.
120678, WT. 27.11.2011 HD-frei, ED+ IPO III, BH, AD, Gek.b.18.05.2016, ZTP
Mutter: Sofie vom Schwaiger Rathaus KLUBSIEGERIN 2009 INT./DT.VDH CH, DT. CH ADRK ZB-Nr. 115253,
WT. 18.10.2007 HD-frei, ED-frei VPG III, FH I, AD, BH, ZTP

XAVER WITH OUR CHRIS VOM SCHWAIGER RATHAUS SHORTLY BEFORE HE STARTED HIS ZTP AND IPO
TRAINING (WE HAD JUST BOUGHT HIM FROM DEAR FRIEND ELKE ERBEN)

A DETAILED HISTORY OF THE VOM SCHWAIGER WAPPEN KENNEL TO VOM SCHWAIGER RATHAUS:

Follow this link for a detailed history of the Vom Schwaiger Rathaus kennel.
https://www.scribd.com/doc/56777275/History-of-the-Rottweiler-Kennel-Vom-Schwaiger-WappenGermany-English
Simple screen shots of the incredible article written by Jaime Amigo P (Chile) and translated by Marta
Elena in the early 2000’s.

This legacy is cemented in stone and in the bloodlines of the finest kennels and dogs in the world (most
especially ADRK kennels).

SOME OF THE SPECIAL DOGS AND KENNELS WHO BLESS OUR BREEDING PROGRAM AND WHO WE ARE
PRIVILEGED TO BE ABLE TO CARRY FORWARD IN LINE AND SPIRIT

UTZ VOM HAUSE ANIN:

Owners: Helga and Martin Kusters – Aldenhoven, Germany.
ZTP 18.11.07 in Köln (Frank Hedtke)
Körung 13.9.2009, Eschweiler(Hellmann/Walter)
EZA-Körung am 22.05.2011,Blatzheim (Petermann-Radke )
Gebr.Hunde Klasse Bundes Sieger Schau V1 Vize-Bundessieger2008
VPG III AD
gek. bis EZA
Klubsieger 2009 DT.VDH+ADRK-CH
Working cert.: BH, AD, VPG 3

UTZ AND HIS WONDERFUL OWNER/HANDLER: HELGA KUSTERS

The incredible Utz vom Hause Anin is one of the magical siblings of the vom Hause Anin “U” litter (Dandy
vom Hause Neubrand and July vom Hause Anin), who we believe to be one of the finest litters of total
Rottweilers ever produced. Utz and his siblings have produced some of the finest Rottweilers of the last
decade, and at 10 years old, their legacy abounds in children, grandchildren and great grandchildren.
We consider ourselves the luckiest people alive to have THREE direct Utz vom Hause Anin children, in
Felke, Franca and Yaris and we will be also be able to give the world a few Utz vom Hause Anin litters in
the future, as we are privileged beyond belief to have frozen semen. Utz for us represents everything
you want in our breed, and more. One thing we can promise is that the magnificent Utz vom Hause Anin
will live in South Africa via his direct line. It is wonderful to know that our Utz ‘kids’ have so much of
their dad’s spirit in them (and it seems Madam Franca vom Rangau is a clone in temperament)

ONE of the vom Schwaiger Rathaus “Y” litter pups at 40 days old (Utz and Sofie) Yaris, York, Yvonne,
Yanka, Yule, Yolanda etc. – who could it be?
Utz is almost 11 years old (turning 11 on the 14th February 2017) and we are thankful beyond words
that we have direct descendants x3 as well as new direct descendants in the years to come thanks to the
beauty of science. Utz will always be in the Craffenheim line as a pillar of exceptional temperament,
conformation and all-consuming magic.
We are indebted to our dear friends Helga and Martin Kusters (owners/handlers: Utz vom Hause Anin),
for all of the support, help and kindness in allowing us to ‘share’ in the magic of their beautiful
Papa/Opa Utz. Utz will live and walk the South African plains in his descendants for decades (and
centuries) to come. This thought fills us with joy.
We are most of all indebted to Utz himself, for giving so much of himself to the breed and to future
generations. Long live King Utz, long live.
http://utzvomhauseanin.npage.de/

It is vital that we mention that the greatness and legacy that is ADRK kennel, Vom Hause Anin. The vom
Hause Anin Rottweilers are from a legendary type, with an incredible ability to replicate this type
(temperament included) in their progeny. From hard dogs such as Quantus vom Hause Anin to
exceptional producers like Ulla vom Hause Anin (older Ulla) the kennel has continually held true to the
complete Rottweiler. Their list of achievements in both work and conformation is legendary, and the
lines are still and always will be, some of the most sought after in Germany.

Progeny stemming from the vom Hause Anin “U” littermates and progeny of THEIR progeny are still the
foundation breeding line of top ADRK kennels today.

The vom Hause Anin “U” litter delivered one of the finest litters EVER, and has contributed more to
conformation success and working dogs than any other litter in recent times. The entire litter of “U”
children is working titled to IPO 3 with Ulla2 and Utz eza Koerung.

Their children in turn, are eza Koerung such as Cala, Capone, Yaris, Aramis (RIP) and more. The beauty of
the vom Hause Anin lines is in the proven quality throughout the generations. There are no ‘hit and
misses’ in this breeding. In a time of breed crisis, there is one line you can count on to “resurrect,
restore and revive” a struggling breed – the vom Hause Anin line. (and a sign of why it is so important to
keep alive: Troll vom Hause Anin for example, was the father of Julle vom Schwaiger Rathaus eza
Koerung female of Xaver’s and granny of Sofie) “Some lines just work together like magical music”
(The longevity in these lines is also a point of huge benefit to breeders)

A simple explanation: When Xaver used Utz vom Hause Anin twice for 2 vom Schwaiger Rathaus litters,
he was repeating what he did with Troll vom Hause Anin, who also sired 2 litters for Xaver way back.
We are in the privileged position of being able to keep this line alive and in reserve for future
generations.

DEVIL VON DER MEHRER MUHLE:

Owners: Manuela and Ralf Franzen (Rottweiler Hagelkreuz) Oedt, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Germany
Körung 22.05.2011 in Blatzheim, (Radtke/Petermann), gek. bis 22.05. 2013
ZTP 08.03.08 in Dortmund-Bövinghausen (Petermann)

DEUTSCHER CHAMPION VDH
CHAMPION OF SERBIA
KLUBSIEGERZUCHTSCHAU 2010 WK V2
RHEINLANDSIEGER 2011
- BH, AD
Devil is an incredible male with a Lifelong Koerung as proof of his exceptional ability in all facets; work,
conformation, progeny, health. After wanting to inject some of Devil’s incredible pedigree and personal
temperament into our breeding, we were ecstatic when Xaver Meixner used Devil for his ‘E’ litter with
Sofie vom Schwaiger Rathaus. Our precious Evi comes from this great pairing and the privilege for us is
huge. Devil will be turning 11 in January 2017 and is still active and happy living with his wonderful
owners. We will ensure that the legacy of this incredible and complete Rottweiler is preserved and
cherished in our kennel and in SA. We are also delighted hear that our Evi takes many of her “quirks”
from her dad, and we understand where the wil
http://www.rottweiler-franzen.de/

SOFIE VOM SCHWAIGER RATHAUS:

Owner and breeder: Xaver Meixner (Vom Schwaiger Rathaus) Schwaig

INT. /DT. (ADRK)-/DT.VDH-CH, Klub Siegerin ADRK KS 2009 (and followed by her daughter Celine vom
Schwaiger Rathaus in 2016)
ZUCHTTAUGLICHKEITSPRÜFUNG 24.05.09 in Röthenbachtal (Paul-Dieter Viehoff)

VPG III 99 90 92A 281 SG
Am 18.07.2009 in Röthenbachtal / BG Nürnberg
Richter: Anton Spindler

IPO III 95 95 96A 286 V
Am 18.07.2009 in Röthenbachtal / BG Nürnberg
Richter: Walter Schier

“Queen” Sofie, who comes from a line of Xaver Meixner bred females who are the very essence of our
breed in its correct form. Our ability to focus on this exceptional line and ensure we continue with the
magic of conformation and temperament Sofie carries (AND gifts her progeny).
The ultimate in her type that has remained almost unchanged for decades, Sofie’s legacy was cemented
when her daughter Celine vom Schwaiger Rathaus was crowned BOB and ADRK Klub Siegerin in 2016
(exactly the same as Sofie in 2009) (Celine is of course the sister of our beautiful Chris)

Sofie, and the incredible vom Schwaiger Rathaus female line continues is alive and well in SA within our
3 Sofie children: Yaris, Chris and Evi (our vom Schwaiger Rathaus x3)
This line, which has defined the Rottweiler since the 70’s and still carries a distinctive type with
exceptional top line, under line, temperament and more; is living legacy to a breeder who refused to
follow fashion and refused to sell out. For this, the entire breed will be indebted to Xaver Meixner and
his lines.

http://www.xaver-meixner.de/

BALOU VOM NORDERDIEK:

Owner and breeder: Gunter Wichmann (Rottweiler vom Norderdiek) Norddeutschland: Oldenburg
27.01.2011 / 11.02.2015 R I P special boy and dad of our Chris and Xanadu
http://www.vom-norderdiek.hunde-homepage.com/
gekört b. 19.05.2016
Klubsieger 2014,Bundessieger´13,Int.Ch.,Dt.Ch. ADRK/VDH,KJS'12 ,Dt.Jug.CH/VDH
BH, AD, IPO 3

This incredible son of Gringo vom Oberpfalzer Wald (the KS 2011 and 2012) sadly passed away at the
age of 4 in March 2015. (Not health or genetic related issues). Balou was the ADRK Klubsieger in 2014
and Bundessieger in 2013. He also passed his 2 year Koerung and we know had he lived he would be an
eza gkrt Lifelong Koerung male now. Our beautiful boy Chris was bought a few weeks before Balou’s
tragic death and this reinforced our decision to leave Chris in Germany in order to complete his working
titles up to IPO 3 under ADRK judges. As a tribute to his father, Balou and the legacy he carries.

Balou was taken way too soon, and our privilege is in having 2 Balou children. We have our Chris as well
as beautiful Xanadu vom Schwaiger Wappen.
Balou’s father, Gringo vom Oberpfalzer Wald, won the Klubsieger himself, two years in a row which
makes 2011, 2012, 2014 and 2016 where a Sieger or Siegerin came from this direct line. Gringo won
twice, his son Balou won once, and Celine (Gringo granddaughter/Balou daughter) took 2016 – all three
also took the Best of Breed title as well. (as a note, our Lana von der Tonberger Hohe is also a Gringo
granddaughter via her dad Harry)

Balou the KS in 2014 can proudly boast at the Rainbow Bridge that his daughter with Sofie, Celine is the
ADRK Klub Siegerin and BOB 2016.

UNIQUE VON DER BURG WEIBERTREU:

Owner: Claudia Meixner (Vom Schwaiger Wappen) Schwaig, Germany

Bundessiegerin 2011
Internationaler Champion
Deutscher Champion VDH
Deutscher Champion ADRK

Deutscher Jugend Champion VDH
Deutscher Jugend Champion ADRK
Reichsstadt-Jugendsiegerin 2010
Berlin-Jugendsiegerin 2010
Bad-Rodachtal-Jugendsiegerin 2010
Lechtal-Jugendsiegerin 2010
Landesjugendsiegerin Thüringen 2010
Rheinland-Pfalz-Siegerin 2011
Schwalestadt-Siegerin 2011
Zuchttauglichkeitsprüfung am 21.11.2010 in Brackenheim, Richter Werner Walter
- IPO2, BH

Unique is one of the finest producing females in Germany. A daughter of Amigo and Kerima, she has
exceled in show, work and as a mama. Exceptional litters out of Balou, Jupp and our Yaris x 2 have
cemented this special girl’s magic into the breed history. We are proud to have 2 x unique children in
Xanadu and Zamigo vom Schwaiger Wappen.
The privilege once again is huge, and we feel a deep rooted responsibility to this kennel in preserving
and protecting not only Uniques’ legacy, but that of the vom Schwaiger Wappen kennel. The history
and twinning story of one family’s love and passion for this breed is timeless.

The crowning of Celine vom Schwaiger Rathaus as ADRK BOB (over 600 dogs entered) and Klub Siegerin
2016 was fitting with daughter Claudia showing a beautiful dog bred by her father.
It is fitting here to add a photo of Amigo vom Schwaiger Wappen, son of Mambo von der Crossener
Ranch and kennel vom Schwaiger Wappen’s top male in recent years. Amigo is in many of our dog’s
pedigree. AND he is the father of Unique von der Burg Weibertreu.

I had the privilege in early 2016 of doing Craffenheim Kiki’s BH under Claudia Meixner, here in South
Africa and what a great pleasure this was for me.

RETHA, CRAFFENHEIM KIKI AND CLAUDIA MEIXNER

PASCHA VOM RANGAU:

Breeder: Rotteiler vom Rangau – Elke Erben – Langenhoven
Owner: Xaver Meixner (now overseas)
DT.JUG-CH./VDH+ADRK, DT.CH./VDH+ADRK
Working cert.: BH, AD, VPG 3

Every breed plan needs as much vom Rangau in it as possible. Our first vom Rangau blessing, was Uta
von der Eper Dinkel – who is a daughter of the incredible Pascha vom Rangau. Pascha was a true vom
Rangau dog in type, temperament and in what he produced while in Germany. Pascha sired 2 litters with
Sofie vom Schwaiger Rathaus and one of the sons from this, Arkan, is with friend Claudio Zubrinsky in
Argentina.

Our friend JoHn in Ireland, has both Yolande vom Schwaiger Rathaus (Yaris’s sister) and one of her pups
who was sired by Pascha vom Rangau.
Dear friend and fellow breeder Harald Wessels has a super Pascha vom Rangau daughter in Hera vom
Dunvanhof, and a newly born Pascha granddaughter will be heading south soon.
Elke Erben, Rotteiler vom Rangau, has bred some of the finest complete Rottweilers in recent years, ALL
with a typical type and what we call “Rangau Ruffians”. Her lines move back to the exceptional Nena
vom Schwaiger Rathaus (out of Julle vom Schwaiger Rathaus who is also Sofie’s granny) An resemblance
Elke’s females have always been (for us anyway) exactly what a female should be. Britt, Ina, Greta (who
gives the Xaver Meixner owned York vom Salamandertal line), Romina have produced children and
litters that continue to excel in work and conformation. (Male and females) And it is here we have to
start listing some of her dogs, and the influence they have had on the world: (The living legacy)

Vanja vom Rangau, the mother of Resi and Trudy vd Reuthwiese, both sired by Yaris – both of these girls
are IPO 2 titled and CH females in Germany
Rus Shwarzmeister Lustig – this magnificent dog, bred by dear friend Elena Maneshina in Russia out of
Perry vom Rangau and Caser vom Oberhausner Norden will be competing in the ADRK World IPO
Masters end October. (lso the Russian IPO CH from 2015, and 3rd in the IFR IPO WC’s 2016)
Rosalyn and Vicky vom Rangau, both IPO 3 females and proven producers as well being show ring
champions. These incredible girls are owned by dear friend Lisa Macgillivray in Canada. (She is also the
owner of beautiful Osbourne vom Schwaiger Wappen – IPO 3)

Lakeside Quest (Johnny), one of the most successful IPO 3 Rottweilers in USA history, is a son of Dibor
vom Rangau
And so we could go on and on and on; blessedly our vom Rangau line does not end with Pascha
(Ina/Britt) but we have the sensational Greta vom Rangau as well via beautiful Franca and Felke (out of
Romina)
Rottweiler vom Ramgau has formed one of the central pillars of our breeding program, and we will be
indebted to Elke and Nadine Erben until the end of days. Chris and Xanadu were also entrusted to us
through the kindness of Elke.

The vom Rangau name will forever fly in South Africa, with pride and respect.

Our relationship does not end here, as Grit and Hanni vom Rangau (young females) are with Rottweiler
vom Rangau for future breeding. Grit is a daughter of Yaris and Romina and Hanni is a daughter of Chris
and Romina.

RAMBO VOM TWEELBAKER SEE:

Breeder: Johnny Bulk
Owner: Johnny Bulk

From the legendary Johnny Bulk came the ‘R’ litter. In size, bone and substance all going back to Balou
vom Silberblick, Johnny’s legendary special boy and a King amongst Rotteiler royalty. Balou is often
called one of the finest ever, and his offspring and their offspring have delivered on this statement.

Johnny Bulk in a decades old history of breeding bred an incredible line out of Carlo and Afra that he
cemented. Johnny also created a spark using Aki via his super son Hero vom Hohegeiss.

The incredible von den Hassberghohen kennel used Balou for the sensational ‘G’ litter, that delivered
Gina, Gunda, Gero. Rambo (who sadly passed away last year) was a Gina daughter and we are thrilled to
be able carry the Johnny Bulk line through via our Onyx vom Weissen Schwan, our Rambo son.

The name Johnny Bulk is straight out of the Rottweiler pot of legends, and we are privileged to be able
to continue in some small way with the legacy of this wonderful man, breeder, Rottweiler ambassador
and legend.
Rambo went back to the magic when he sired the von der Hassberghohen ‘M’ litter. Sadly Rambo passed
away last year, but in SA he lives via his son Onyx, and the 2 generations forward. Johnny Bulk and his
legacy will also live forever.

RAMBO VOM TWEELBAKER SEE AND HIS FATHER, NICK VON DER BLEICHSTRASSE

Vom Tweelbaker See: Decades of legacy and true Rottweilers.
***Out of Balou vom Silberblick (Johnny’s male mentioned above) and espe vom Kummelsee, came
Jumbo vom Kummelsee – who is the father of Kim vom Weissen Schwan *our Onyx’s mum.
Our retired Zelda vom Calibra is also a Jumbo vom Kummelsee grand daughter.

ADRK ZWINGER VOM RAUBERWEG: The influence from this super kennel of Andreas Schmidt is strong in
the Craffenheim home, and we have the following breeding influences from this incredible line:
Fritz vom Pfeifholz is a Vranjo and Ronja vom Rauberweg son, which makes him line bred on Filou and
Freya vom Rauberweg. Freddy vom Schwarzen Gold is a Wasco vom Rauberweg son – and both Wasco
and Vranjo are sons of Kliff von der Crossener Ranch. Filou is also our Uta’s grandfather, and he is also

the grandfather of our Donna vom Calibra. Brutus vom Rauberweg and Mona vom Ostsachsen gifted the
world with their ‘F’ litter and the line is injected into many pedigrees and breed programs to add the
special qualities this line is famous for.

OTHER HISTORICAL AND INFLUENTIAL ADRK KENNELS IN OUR PROGRAM INCLUDE:
ADRK Von der Crossener Ranch

This the legendary kennel of breeder Mike Litzbach, who can also boast with two Klubsiegers in Mambo
and this year’s winner, Greif von der Crossener Ranch. Our Ismar is from this line and foundation which
carries the Rick von Burgthann line. Kliff vd Crossener Ranch is discussed under vom Rauberweg kennel
and Hero von der Tonberger Hohe, who Mike has uses as his only stud male in the last years will be
covered in the vd Tonberger Hohe kennel. Mambo von der Crossener Ranch is possibly the most
controversial dog in recent history in terms of type and the change he offered in head piece most
specifically. He was the most influential male of his time and many breeders to this day believe in filling
a pedigree with as much Mambo as possible. (We believe in not overusing any dog in a pedigree – side
note)

ADRK Von der Tonberger Hohe

The kennel that gave us our Lana vd Tonbergerg Hohe (Cim von der Tonberger Hohe and Harry von
Sachsenburg) is known for their breeding of a certain type and on certain lines. Danjo von der Tonberger
Hohe is father of our Donna and the top producing Hero von der Tonberger Hohe is the father of our
Ismar von der Crossener Ranch. The kennel has been recognized for their contribution to the breed not
only in Germany, but around the world. Our Lucy von der Muhlbachstrasse’s mum, Jette von der
Tonberger Hohe is also out of this foundation.

ADRK Von der Muhlbachstrasse

German kennel and home of the incredible Elvis von der Muhlbachstrasse, our Lucy von der
Muhlbachstrasse brings to us the Elvis as a granddaughter. She also brings Duke von der Scherau (her
dad) who Laszlo Baranyi smartly used on Jetter von der Tonberger Hohe, giving him a “L” litter which as
already delivered a Junior ADRK Klub sieger 2016 in Lerry vd Muhlbachstrasse (Our Lucy’s brother)

Elvis’s mom however is no other than Josy von den Hassberghohen (back to that famous Kennel and
their lines that we have in abundance)
ADRK Vom Schwarzen Gold

The kennel of our dear friend Marion Kelka which is built on the foundation of the magnificent Cora von
der Raspeburg (a Mambo daughter) Cora recently passed away at the age of 12 and she will be
remembered for her super contribution to breeding. Marion breeds with Cora’s daughters Basra and
Candy vom Schwarzen Gold. Basra is a Henry von der Hassberghohen daughter and the mother of our
Freddy.

ADRK Vom Weissen Schwan

From a kennel history that has also come through the ages we are happy to have our Onyx who through
his mom Kim, gives us many of the vom Weissen Schwan greats of the past (Back to Ulla) Kim is a Jumbo
vom Kummelsee (Balou son) and Face vom Weissen Schwan daughter who has in recent years produced
some beautiful progeny with Vranjo vom Raubergweg and Elvis von der Muhlbachstrasse. The incredible
Exel vom Weissen Schwan is also the father of Hero von der Tonberger Hohe and although we do not
have Exel’s line via our Onyx vom Weissen Schwan, we do have it via our Ismar vd Crossener Ranch.

ADRK KENNEL VON DEN HASSBERGHOHEN:

We are privileged to carry many of the sensational dogs who have come out of this ADRK kennel. Henry,
Hero, Gero, Gina, Groll and more all present in the pedigrees of some of our dogs, ensuring that we are
able to use lines that have worked so well with the others we cherish.
Henry is grandfather to our Yaris, Chris, Sofie and Freddy vom Schwarzen Gold (He is the father of Sofie
vom Schwaiger Rathaus and Basra vom Schwarzen Gold)

Groll von den Hassberghohen is grandpa to our Felke and Franca vom Rangau, and Gina von den
Hassberghohen is grandma to our Onyx vom Weissen Schwan. Gunda is the great grandmother of Lucy
von der Muhlbachstrasse.

LEGACY FROM OUTSIDE GERMANY:
EARL ANTONIUS KENNEL: SERBIA
The incredible male, Tito Earl Antonius is the father of our Devil. This super male, bred by Ljuba fom Earl
Antonius kennel is in our opinion the finest male out of Eastern Europe. Outstanding temperament, he
passed his ZTP and IPO 1 in Germany under ADRK judges. This is one of the toughest feats for foreign
dogs with foreign lines. Tito did it successfully, as well his mother, the incredible Serbian bred girl, Kendy
Earl Antonius. (As well as various other Earl Antonius dogs)

Earl Antonius kennel is the only foreign kennel to have put so many dogs through full German breed
tests/working titles, and another accomplishment of this kennel is in having the most Ausslandsiegers
and Siegerins in history (from one kennel). The Ausslandsieger and Siegerin is the title given to the BEST
foreign bred dog at the ADRK KS show each year. Under ADRK judges, to be crowned Ausslandsieger is a
huge achievement.
The magic in these lines goes back to strong females, and none more so than Kendy Earl Antonius, our
Devil’s grandma. Kendy is a daughter of Cliff von der Konigkanzel who was an exceptional ADRK male
with IPO 3. Our Devil has Cliff x 2 in his pedigree, via grandma Kendy and his mom Bianca of Silver Fild
KG (who is also a Cliff daughter)

The exceptional breeding here is evident in the success of the progeny, with Devil’s sister “Diva” passing
BH, ZTP and IPO 1 in Germany. She was also the ADRK Ausslandsieger and is a Champion.
Genes do not lie, nor are they accidental.

Earl Antonius has been committed to preserving the Total Rottweiler and through smart breeding and
inter weaving of a strong (90 percent) ADRK base, these dogs are exceptional breed ambassadors.

CONCLUSION:







We hope to remain true to the history and legacy that has been gifted us.
We will always remember where we come from, and never stray far from the breeding of old.
We will ensure the bloodlines of the greats live.
We will respect and honor the breeders who gave the foundation.
We will not surrender to future dreams of fashion and show ring glory.
There IS only one breed, and we will stay true to this.



Our future, lies within the breeding legacies of the masters.

CONCLUSION:










We hope to remain true to the history and legacy that has been gifted us.
We will always remember where we come from, and never stray far from the breeding of old.
We will ensure the bloodlines of the greats live and prosper, never cheapening them or
threatening them.
We will not water down the lines of these greats.
We will respect and honor the breeders who gave the foundation.
We will not surrender to future dreams of fashion and show ring glory.
There IS only one breed, and we will stay true to this.
Our future, lies within the breeding legacies of the masters.
Our gratitude will be eternal.

Sometimes the magic of the past, the present, and the future cannot be adequately explained by simple
words and a few photographs – sometimes video is the only medium that can “explain” just how special
something is.
In the case of the Rottweiler and its history, as well as the magnificent legacy we carry in our kennel
lines only video can make you FEEL what it is we are trying to convey.
Sit back, and jump down into the rabbit hole and into the magic, that has formed the foundation of our
breeding, our lines and our vision for the future.
“Total Rottweilers, health, form, function”

